**Naked came the crook**

A nude man who came in from the cold to rob a gas station early yesterday had a decided advantage, police said. The attendant was female. She fled, leaving the startled man free to empty the cash register, then stroll casually from the scene of the crime.

**FREEBASING COCAINE** by Dr. Atomic

Freebasing cocaine is basically a California phenomenon, but it’s a practice that is popular with entertainers and with others who can afford to indulge in the pleasures of cocaine. Freebase cocaine is smoked in a special, glass water pipe called a freebase pipe, and after taking a toke of cocaine is smoked in a special, glass water pipe to indulge in the pleasures of cocaine. Freebase pores, your hearing drops, and you get an incredible rush even before enough time passes to exhale the smoke. Unfortunately, the rush and the high don’t last long, and the desire to smoke some more coke is compulsive. In fact, it is so compulsive that people who hang around the freebase pipe, impatience is the key to getting more coke, are known in the vernacular as “freebase vultures”. But before the cocaine can be smoked, it must first be prepared.

The cocaine purchased on the street is usually cocaine hydrochloride (HCl), a water soluble salt of cocaine that is suitable for snorting or injecting, but not for smoking. Cocaine HCl burns at a high temperature, about 200°C, and if it’s smoked, much of the cocaine gets carbonized, burned up instead of reaching your lungs as vapors. But, by changing the cocaine HCl to cocaine freebase, you get more of the desired cocaine vapors and less carbon because the freebase vapors rise at a much lower temperature than the cocaine HCl does.

All it takes to change the cocaine HCl into cocaine freebase is a little bit of chemistry. It’s easy: if you can bake brownies by following a cookbook, you can freebase coke. The only supplies needed are some inexpensive chemicals and equipment that are easily obtainable at your local paraphernalia shop.

**Equipment and Supplies**

1. freebase water pipe, glass
2. screens, fine mesh, for pipe
3. glass freebase vial, 1 oz, with top
4. mirror
5. single edge razor blade
6. box baking soda
7. bottle of petroleum ether or ethyl ether
8. book matches or butane lighter

**NOTE 1**: Ethyl ether and petroleum ether will dissolve many plastics, so the tops of freebase vials are specially made of ether resistant plastic.

**NOTE 2**: Use caution when handling ether. The vapors of both ethyl ether and petroleum ether will ignite explosively near an open flame. Make sure the room is well ventilated when extracting with ether. When freebasing in the kitchen, make sure the pilot lights are out on the stove and the hot water heater if they are nearby. Also, don’t smoke or light matches while there are still fumes in the air.

**The Freebase Process**

1) To a 1 oz glass freebase vial, add 4ml to 6ml of warm water. Less than 1/4 of the vial is more than sufficient water.

2) Dissolve 1/4 to 1/2 gram of cocaine HCl in the water to make a cocaine solution. Shake or stir if necessary to dissolve the cocaine.

3) Add about 1/4 gram, more or less, of baking soda to the cocaine HCl solution. It is better to have an excess of baking soda than not enough. Next, shake well. This changes the cocaine HCl to the freebase.

4) Using a glass eyedropper, add 2ml to 3ml of ether. Shake well. The ether extracts the freebase cocaine from the water layer. As a rule of thumb, use half as much ether as water. Since ether and water do not form a solution, the ether will rise to the top and form a distinct layer.

Because the cocaine freebase is more soluble in ether than in water, the ether layer will contain most of the freebase: in effect, the ether has extracted the freebase cocaine from the water layer. This first ether extraction is known as the “first wash”. The water soluble contaminants (cuts) like mannitol and lactose, so the yield, i.e., the weight of the cocaine freebase obtained will weigh less than the cut-cocaine that was started with; however, no significant amount of cocaine is lost; only the cut is removed. Thus, a gram of cocaine HCl that is only 25% pure is not a gram of cocaine but a 1/4 gram of cocaine, and the yield of freebase cocaine, for this particular sample, will be slightly less than 1/4 gram.

The cocaine freebase, however, is nearly pure, compared to the starting material, and a smaller dose of the freebase will be just as potent as a larger amount of the cut cocaine. So, start with a small hit, a match size line or less (20mg to 50mg). Remember, just like snorting or injecting, you can consume too much by smoking. Be careful how much you smoke, and be careful, too, for police and informers: cocaine is still illegal. Have fun with your chemistry projects, stay high, and stay free.

**Man nabbed in phone fraud**
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**Man nabbed in phone fraud**

EAST BRUNSWICK — A man was described himself as an electronics engineer has been arrested on charges stemming from the use of a “blue box,” a gadget the size of a calculator that permits electronic signals that bypasses regular telephone circuits. The “blue box” was used to make unauthorized phone calls to Japan and Hong Kong.
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**Man nabbed in phone fraud**

EAST BRUNSWICK — A man was described himself as an electronics engineer has been arrested on charges stemming from the use of a “blue box,” a gadget the size of a calculator that permits electronic signals that bypasses regular telephone circuits.

Tarkeshwar Singh, 50, of 16 1st Place, was freed on his own recognizance after he was arrested yesterday in a public phone booth at a Route 18 department store. Detective Donald Hemmel reported.

Singh was charged with possession of a burglary tool, the “blue box,” and theft of $300 worth of merchandise from New Jersey Bell Telephone Co. police said.

Investigator James Witanek of the phone company’s security division in Newark, said the investigation had been in progress for several months. During that time, he said, Singh used the device for 1000 worth of phone calls to Japan and Hong Kong.

In addition to the “blue box,” investigators confiscated a schematic design of the instrument which they said had been sent to Singh by an acquaintance in West Germany.

“These electronic devices are a continuing problem to the telephone company,” Witanek said.
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Calling his buff

LAS VEGAS (AP) — What do you say to a naked buff?

That's what police were wondering at 4 a.m. Sunday when they knocked on the door of a house in Las Vegas, as they say coming down a neighbor's butt for strange noises from an apparent burglar, according to Assistant State Attorney General Burt Reynolds. The noise came from the outside, but the burglar had fled into the house and was eventually caught and charged with burglary.

Jail phone line busy

DELAND, Fla. — A defendant usually gets to make one free phone call, but for a few inmates at the Volusia County Jail that apparently wasn't enough. Using coin-operated telephones in the jail, at least six inmates ordered $43,000 worth of illegal calls, according to Assistant State Attorney Horace Smith. "The inmates charged the calls to fake credit cards or to telephone numbers of unsuspecting citizens in this central Florida city," he said. Three inmates have been found guilty of charges in connection with the phone case, and three others are awaiting trial.

The Phone Centers do have telephones, but we discourage telephones face-to-face operation. You knew, "no retail outlet to ship for" in the advertising. He told me a lot of other things. He said Bell workers are not allowed to access the central records and that the Phone Centers do not have access to central records and that they are not allowed to access the central records. That's what I told you and I believe him. I confirmed it with a telephone company representative.

I believe him. I confirmed it with a telephone company representative. The Phone Centers do not have telephones, but we discourage telephones face-to-face operation. You knew, "no retail outlet to ship for" in the advertising. He told me a lot of other things. He said Bell workers are not allowed to access the central records and that the Phone Centers do not have access to central records and that they are not allowed to access the central records.
ABUSE OF REMOTE ACCESS SYSTEMS

John Petrie has a problem. Petrie (not his real name) is the communications manager of a large company in the Midwest. His company has installed a long distance control system to monitor usage and prevent unauthorized access to long distance facilities. Because the company has a large number of people traveling for business, access to the company’s long distance facilities was installed to reduce the cost of long distance phone calls. The company’s long distance control system is designed to monitor the use of the system and prevent unauthorized access.

Petrie made a mistake in setting up the system. He failed to verify that the system would work as intended. As a result, the system was not properly configured to detect unauthorized access.

During a routine audit, Petrie discovered that there was unauthorized access to the company’s long distance facilities. The audit revealed that someone had been placing calls from the company’s remote access system.

Petrie immediately took action. He contacted the telephone company and asked them to install a call data recorder on the system. The company agreed to install the recorder, and Petrie was able to track down the person responsible for the unauthorized access.

Petrie was able to identify the person responsible for the unauthorized access. The person had been placing calls from the company’s remote access system to other companies across the country.

Petrie was able to trace the calls back to the person responsible. The person had been placing calls to companies in the eastern United States.
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How To Cheat Your Ass Off In Skool

I HAVE ONLY LEARNED THE FUGIO:

MAKING IT: Nice people just don't cheat. This is a fact of life. If you do cheat, you are likely to get no good stuff, have dirty underrun, and a host of social diseases. The Revolutionary 3 Stooges	
try to discourage this type of behavior. It is both tacky and unsophisti-icated. We suggest that instead, you follow the advice of our friends from Take Over, in Madison Wis., by just forgetting the entire meas. Fuck Skool!

Forget cheating. Print up your own degree instead and get on with living.

pers or on all kinds of documents.

the 

rierd's transcript and pet your name—what a wonderful idea. A Saturn QUscroeet) firm will sell you your Het of courses and grades to give for the transcript—you must emboss some Latin on the outside, with the official look, You design the Latin phrases we suggest a little joke-

A cheat must always be

bristly black hairy tarantula ran screaming from my mouth. Unknown sub-

But the Red Guards were nowhere in sight. I was on my own. I entered the class, paused and slowly la-

files.5) Remember to never put down what you plagiarized from as a source. Use master theses from other colleges, the papers kept by departments at other colleges for the 'serious researchers' and other books from other librarians. White propaganda, term paper companies are OK.

TAKING IT: I know of one student who walked into the school print shop as exams were being run off, sat down on a linked gelly and walked of with a set of tests on his pants.1) Brake or get friends who can get tests, such as janitors and print shop workers. 2) Go through waste paper cans for copies.

CRUNCHING IT: What have I come to call the "Ethiopian Shuffle" was given to me by a student and has proved to be one of the best notes in the business. Taking a long narrow strip of paper that is folded lika an accordion into a tiny book, you are able to write 10 times the am-

amount of info that a normal crib sheet holds. It is then pulped with glue ("Money takes") or OLCEA ASCELA ("Pass my ass")

(0) Two-thirds graduated already, so your lucky stars and people who care about them are not looking at your way, your social security card, driver's license, phones in other names, little fellows hacked into abandoned mailboxes, etc.

You have four years of life, not the living death of crawling from class to class.

But, some object, what about Knowledge? The person who has spent time at the university may just turn their eye up at such a question, hard-

You can make life easier for yourself, too, by following your star on food stamps and welfare, or get a new name by writing for the copy of a letter, or a book telling someone of your own age who died young. With this everything you have written, you can build a social security card system, transcrib-
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